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Abstract proposal for Theme One

Title: ‘Listen To Yourself!  Technology, Voice, and the Self’

Participants in oral history research have often expressed a sense of strangeness and unease when listening back to their recordings, a sense that has been difficult to articulate, or pin down.   Working principally with life histories, this aspect of participants’ feelings about the recordings has become increasingly significant for my understanding of life histories as documents of the self.  But, is the very notion of the ‘self’ one that is stable, or mutable?  How can we understand oral histories as documenting different conceptions of what selfhood means?  How do the technologies of inscription help us to understand listening, and voice as markers of the self?

Drawing on Samuel Beckett’s Krapp’s Last Tape (1975), a visceral representation of what it means to be confronted by a former self, and the artist Richard Serra’s video work Boomerang  (1974), this paper explores how technologies of inscription (audio tape, and video) have documented the estrangement of  selfhood,  and the interplay between  a unified and dispersed subjectivity.    
			__________________________________


Paper: 
1 Intro

Dear Linda
Many thanks for the recordings and summaries […].  What a lot of them there are!  It will take half a lifetime to listen to them.
It is a curious feeling to relive the past and, so far, I have only listened to the final disk.  I come over as a bit of a toffee-nosed creep, chuckling self-indulgently at my own jokes, but so be it.  

2 Backstory
Background: Interest in how audio and video structure oral history narratives.

This paper arises out of a previous question about why video was beginning to be seen as supplanting audio for capturing oral history narratives​[1]​, the main argument being that video is able to ‘capture aspects of experience and feeling that elude words’ ​[2]​.   Video is therefore an advance on the more limited representation afforded by audio, an assumption which I have since  sought to challenge by examining how these two forms of inscription provide us rather with versions of  stories adapted by our participants to the means of recording.  This current paper continues  my exploration on technology and oral history by addressing the problem of how technology constructs a sense of the self that is specific to the medium and its representation.   Technology is more than the mediator between narratives and their dissemination but is itself a social object.  In order to understand how audio and video have come to signify  as repositories of meaning,  I would like to examine two artworks in which audio and video are fundamental devices. 

3 Life histories/oral histories of the self
Life history recordings which is the kind of work I do, are actually oral histories of the self.  We record recollections of experiences enabling our interviewees to go off in search of memories and through that endeavour a form of making sense of themselves and their past emerges.  However, in the recording this former self is created through the lens of the present because nothing except memory will ever get us back to the past.  Recording technologies, however, by preserving these memories can allow us to return to the past but how do these instruments both construct and reflect a historically contingent sense of selfhood?  How do they generate a historically specific conception of the self?  I want to suggest that the technologies of audio and video are instrumental in signifying and producing shifting conceptions of modern selfhood.  

4 Technology: Time and Space
For instance, our experience of time and space has been radically altered by communication technologies.  The use of new, digital media, it has been suggested, is the prime mover in the subversion of linear narratives​[3]​, and our conception of space has been expanded into the creative worlds of virtual reality.  In one sense, however, the subversion of linearity and the expanded spaces of imaginative thinking have been present in written form for centuries and the so called advent of individualism can be traced back to the Renaissance.  While Renaissance portraits are demonstrations of an emerging secular self achieved through the science of perspective and paint, modernity’s media i.e. the printed text and the electronic signal allowed for a more fragmented representation of self, and it has now become commonplace to claim that modernity fragments and dissociates.   But rather than seeing technology simply providing us with a set of tools for describing the world, it is also instructive to see how it also structures the our conception of the world, our conception of what counts as experience and how it creates the past. 

Although recording devices such as the phonograph could also externalize the voice, audiotapes, enable Krapp to edit, rewind, fast forward, and therefore, re-present his 29 year old self unlike the unfolding fixed narrative of a vinyl record.

[Giddens: ‘In conditions of modernity… the media do not mirror realities but in some part form them’.]

5 Self-Identity
Just as time and space are not fixed entities but subject to reconfigurations, self-identity is not a fixed either; oral histories are evidence of change over time, of how we once were, or rather how we once thought we were.  Even though we recognise ourselves in the stories we construct, we are both different and the same​[4]​.  Narrative provides the opportunity, as Giddens suggest, to make sense of the self. 

	A stable self-identity is based on an account of a person’s life, actions and influences
which makes sense to themselves, and which can be explained to other people without too much difficulty.  It ‘explains’ the past, and is oriented towards an anticipated future.

The postmodern literary critic Katherine Hayles has explored the impact of new print and audio technologies on poetry since the 1950s, proposing that  in literature audiotape functioned to fragment the Subject despite voice continuing to signify presence and despite the rupture of presence and voice brought about by the telephone and the radio (p. 76).  


6 Krapp’s Last Tape
there are many ways in which this studying this play is productive for those of us working with life histories but for this presentation, I would like to concentrate only on Krapp’s tape recorder. 
Samuel Beckett’s play Krapp’s Last Tape (1957) [KLT] has been called ‘the first and full exposition and dramatization of memory as essential ground and agent of identity’ ​[5]​, provides a moving and poetic representation of what it means to be confronted by a former self.  (The play was written for the actor Patrick Magee whose voice Beckett had heard and admired on the radio while reading some of his, Beckett’s works).   The play concerns an old man who listens to his younger self, who, on tape, listens to another younger self.  As a recording and storing device, the ‘spool’ of the tape is emblematic of the  chronology of a life but as a tape player,  it allows Krapp to listen and confront his former selves, as well as to edit, and make sense of his life  [n.b. Giddens].  Crucially, however, the voices are disembodied, entombed in the tape recorder.  The tapes are an archive of the self and represent a conception of selfhood based on change over time.​[6]​  

7 The subject/subjection/Boomerang
The physicality of sound is in contrast to the distancing objectivity and domination of sight in which the world is separate from the self: ‘Visualism signifies distance, differentiation and domination’ (Connor 2004 p.54).  

Richard Serra’s video work Boomerang (1974) provides an intriguing exposition of Connor’s point and the destablizing effect of sound on the self.  It marks the shift from Beckett’s use of audiotape as the separation of body and voice over time by using technology to expose its effects of fragmentation, its challenge to a unitary subject.  Boomerang features a woman, Nancy Holt, in close-up, listening to herself speak but relayed back to her with a slight delay.  We, the viewer, hear both her voice and the delayed voice, (she only hears the delayed voice). The words Holt speaks, are a description about what is happening to her: ‘I am surrounded by Me, my mind surrounds me, goes out into the world, then comes back inside me … no escape’( Holt in Elwes 2005 p. 29).  Whereas audiotape bridged a temporal gap between a past self and a present one, Boomerang uses video to destablize the present and the sense of the self.  Video technology ‘brackets’ Holt between recording (camera) and transmitting (monitor); Holt becomes the ‘channel’ through which sound and voice travel, ‘cut off from the immediate history of the sentence [she] has just spoken’(Krauss 1986 p. 181).  Where Krapp has history stored and filed away in the birthday tapes, Serra’s video literally and metaphorically ‘subjects’ Nancy to herself in the present and to our gaze; she cannot ‘escape’.   The disembodiment of Krapp’s audiotapes is still within the parameters of ‘the voice of the past’ whereas Boomerang takes on the uncanny estrangement of a schizophrenic present [any of several psychotic disorders characterized by distortions of reality and disturbances of thought and language and withdrawal from social contact – wordnet.princeton.edu/perl/webwn.

Jameson: The general depthlessness and affectlessness of postmodern culture is countered by outrageous claims for extreme moments of intense emotion, which Jameson aligns with schizophrenia and a culture of (drug) addiction. With the loss of historicity, the present is experienced by the schizophrenic subject "with heightened intensity, bearing a mysterious charge of affect"​[7]​ 
It was not immediately clear that the implications of the theory called first ‘post-structuralism’ and later postmodernism were hostile to subjectivity. Indeed the opposite appeared to be the case. The postmodernists were first and foremost charged with an excessive subjectivity that jeopardised objectivity. ( Heartfield )


12. Hearing Self and Others
If, as Portelli suggests, orality in comparison to writing, is more about ‘interpersonal involvement rather than about message content’(1994 p. 15), the voice machine stands for a means of communication that delivers more than just information; the spoken, sound of the stories, as KLT shows, vibrate and enter the mind and body of the listener.  The interaction of the reader and the text may well be visual, and the text silently voiced but this is the intersection of the world of the text with the world of the listener; it is how the reader appropriates and makes meaningful what s/he hears.  Listening to spoken stories is a physical as well as a psychic encounter, a ‘sympathetic vibration’ (Douglas Kahn quoted in Connor 2004, p. 57).

Acoustic technologies such as the telephone, and the radio because of their ability to redefine space challenged the unitary perspective of Renaissance modernity, opening up the plurality of space.  The impact on the self, as no longer dominated by a centripetal eye in which the self is constituted visually, gave way to a 
self defined in terms of hearing… imagined not as a point, but as a membrane; not as a picture, but as a channel through which voices, noises, and music travel. (Connor 2004 p. 57).

 15. Metaphysics of Presence
In KLT, she shows how the tape recorder is able to show how ‘voice can persist through time outside the body, confronting the subject as an externalized other’ (p. 78).  The audiotape recorder, like photography destroyed the aura of presence (Benjamin 1973).  However, through its ability to accurately inscribe every sound emitted on the occasion, to reinvest it with the aura of a dis-embodied presence, and this is the power and poignancy of KLT.  It demonstrates ‘how the shape of a life … can be affected when body and voice no longer imply each other’ (Hayles p. 85). 

Writing has so far erased presence that the metaphor of ‘voice’, and orality stand ‘for the desire of all that is “authentic”, for lived experience’ (Portelli 1994 p. xxi)​[8]​. Citing Barthes, Portelli concurs that the ‘grain of the voice’ represents ‘the materiality of the body’ (Barthes in Portelli 1994 p. 7).

Notes:
http://www.marxists.org/reference/subject/philosophy/works/en/heartfield-james.htm
1. from James Heartfield 2002
Postmodernism and the ‘Death of the Subject’
Source: Abstracted from The ‘Death of the Subject’ Explained, Sheffield Hallam UP, 2002 and reproduced with the permission of the author.
 Lyotard: incredulity towards metanarratives i.e. 
It was not immediately clear that the implications of the theory called first ‘post-structuralism’ and later postmodernism were hostile to subjectivity. Indeed the opposite appeared to be the case. The postmodernists were first and foremost charged with an excessive subjectivity that jeopardised objectivity.
Althusser argues that even the idea of oneself as a Subject, author of your own destiny, is an illusion fostered by ideology.
In her book The Psychic Life of Power: Theories in Subjection,[ The Psychic Life of Power: Theories in Subjection, Stanford: University Press, 1997] Judith Butler develops the ‘paradoxical’ account of ‘subjection’. ‘If, following Foucault, we understand power as forming the subject’, she writes, ‘power imposes itself on us, and weakened by its force, we come to internalise or accept its terms’. ‘Power, that first appears as external, pressed upon the subject, pressing the subject into subordination, assumes a psychic form that constitutes the subject’s self-identity.’ It is the internalisation of the ‘discourse’ of power that creates the Subject. ‘Subjection consists precisely in this fundamental dependency on a discourse’,[23] (​http:​/​​/​www.marxists.org​/​reference​/​subject​/​philosophy​/​works​/​en​/​heartfield-james.htm" \l "n23#n23​) leading Foucault to talk of the ‘discursive production of the subject’.[24] (​http:​/​​/​www.marxists.org​/​reference​/​subject​/​philosophy​/​works​/​en​/​heartfield-james.htm" \l "n24#n24​) In Butler’s telling the terrible burden of subjectivity seems more or less established until she checks herself to ask ‘how can it be that the subject, taken to be the condition for and instrument of agency, is at the same time the effect of subordination, understood as the deprivation of agency?’.[25] (​http:​/​​/​www.marxists.org​/​reference​/​subject​/​philosophy​/​works​/​en​/​heartfield-james.htm" \l "n25#n25​) How indeed?
The first answer is that the theory depends upon a play on words. The word ‘subject’ has two, related, meanings. It can mean the active party, the subject in the sentence, ‘He threw the ball’, which is related to the wider meaning of the rights-bearing Subject, who is a free agent. Otherwise, subject can be a verb meaning to impose, as in ‘I subject him to torture’. Or subject can be the noun for those under the King’s rule.[26] (​http:​/​​/​www.marxists.org​/​reference​/​subject​/​philosophy​/​works​/​en​/​heartfield-james.htm" \l "n26#n26​) All these different meanings are connected. The word comes from the latin jacere, to throw or cast, and its meaning was widened to mean ‘exercise power over’.[27] (​http:​/​​/​www.marxists.org​/​reference​/​subject​/​philosophy​/​works​/​en​/​heartfield-james.htm" \l "n27#n27​) The shifting meaning of Subject in Butler’s play on words, though, has its origin in social changes.[28] (​http:​/​​/​www.marxists.org​/​reference​/​subject​/​philosophy​/​works​/​en​/​heartfield-james.htm" \l "n28#n28​) Where few people exercised power, that power was for most, the experience of subjugation — hence (the Crown’s) subjects, ie, recipients of the exercise of power. The historical subjection of the sovereign power to democratic control gives us the more contemporary meaning of Subject as master of his own destiny. The modern meaning carries the older meaning within it, in the sense that the word still means something like subjugate, but now with the implication of a mastery over circumstances rather than people.[29] (​http:​/​​/​www.marxists.org​/​reference​/​subject​/​philosophy​/​works​/​en​/​heartfield-james.htm" \l "n29#n29​) But this lingering trace of the older meaning is a foothold for Butler.
The reversal of meanings whereby Subject formation becomes enslavement rather than liberation begins with the critique not of subjectification, but of objectification. Specifically, it was feminist thinkers who first showed how ideological representations of women could serve to render them as ‘objects of the male gaze’.[30] (​http:​/​​/​www.marxists.org​/​reference​/​subject​/​philosophy​/​works​/​en​/​heartfield-james.htm" \l "n30#n30​)

http://www.cla.purdue.edu/academic/engl/theory/postmodernism/modules/jamesonpostmodernity.html
2.. From Giddens:
the self is 'made', rather than inherited or just passively static, what form is it in? What is the thing that we make? Giddens says that in the post-traditional order, self-identity becomes a reflexive project - an endeavour that we continuously work and reflect on. We create, maintain and revise a set of biographical narratives - the story of who we are, and how we came to be where we are now.
Self-identity, then, is not a set of traits or observable characteristics. It is a person's own reflexive understanding of their biography. Self-identity has continuity - that is, it cannot easily be completely changed at will - but that continuity is only a product of the person's reflexive beliefs about their own biography (Giddens 1991: 53).
A stable self-identity is based on an account of a person's life, actions and influences which makes sense to themselves, and which can be explained to other people without much difficulty. It 'explains' the past, and is oriented towards an anticipated future.
'A person's identity is not to be found in behaviour, nor - important though this is - in the reactions of others, but in the capacity to keep a particular narrative going. The individual's biography, if she is to maintain regular interaction with others in the day-to-day world, cannot be wholly fictive. It must continually integrate events which occur in the external world, and sort them into the ongoing 'story' about the self.' (Giddens 1991: 54).
Ref: Gauntlett, David (2002), Media, Gender and Identity: An Introduction, Routledge, London and New York. (Extracts available at www.theory.org.uk (​http:​/​​/​www.theory.org.uk​)).
‘Modern social life is characterised by profound processes of the reorganisation of time and space, coupled to the expansion of disembedding mechanisms- mechanisms which prise social relations free from specific locales, recombining them across wide time-space distances.  The reorganisation of time and space…’ [MaSI p.2]
NB. ETHICS OF TRANSCRIPTION
The 'impossibility of transcribing sound is the logical metaphor for the inadequacy of representation' (Portelli 1994 p. 267).

Boomerang: Nancy Holt
I have a double take on myself.  I’m once removed from myself. I am thinking and hearing and filling up a vocal void.  I find I have trouble making connections between thoughts… I am detached from my normal thinking process.   I have the feeling that I am not where I am… I want to hear my own words pouring back in on top of me… The words become like things.  I’m throwing things out into the world and they are boomeranging back.  [audio trouble] which makes me think of instantaneous time and delayed time.  Instantaneous time is an immediate perception whereas delayed time is more like mirrored reflections [more audio trouble as NH can’t hear her own words repeated back to her]… my own voice coming back in on top of me so that I am surrounded by me and my mind surrounds me.  My mind goes out into the world and then comes back inside of me.   There is no escape.  There is a constantly revolving involuting experience.  Sometimes I find that I can’t quite say a word because I hear the first part come back and I forget the second part or my mind is stimulated in a new direction by the first half of the word.   The light is shining down on me while I am speaking about these things.  These lights contribute a rather [pause] substance, substance-less reality to this situation.  The light in its immateriality is like the sound in its immateriality.  The light reflects and hits off of me into the camera.  The words leave me and are reflected back into my ear and into your ear.  You are hearing and seeing a world of double reflections and refractions.   Time in this isolated castle of television experience is cut off from time as we usually experience it. 

Notes
From Modernity and the Self 
[Giddens citing] p.23 ‘Virtually all human experience is mediated’.   For human life, language is the prime and original means of time-space distanciation… Language, as Levi-Strauss says, is a time machine, which permits the re-enactment of social practices across the generations, while also making possible the differentiation of past, present and future.  The spoken word is a medium, a trace, whose evanescence in time and space is compatible with the preservation of meaning across time-space distances because of human mastery of language’s structural characteristics.  … 



p.24 cites Ong on oral cultures having ‘a heavy investment in the past, which registers in their highly conservative institutions and in their verbal performances and poetic processes, which are formulaic, relatively invariable, calculated to preserve the hard-won knowledge garnered out of past experience which, since there is no writing to record it, would otherwise slip away’. 
  
[RE: McLuhan]   p. 24 The degree to which a medium serves to alter time-space relations does not depend primarily on the content or the ‘messages’ it carries, but on its form and reproducibility.

N.B VOICING a particular moment in time and place, in a distinctive voice preserved in the box of the machine and its tape but which usually only the researcher refigures through ‘erasure and rewriting’, silencing the actual voice which will only be re-voiced in the reading of the transcript.
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^6	  Like many life histories, the extracts he and the audience listen to concern pivotal moments: his mother’s death, his rejection of love, all set within the context of the Last Krapp’s aural reflection of the self that he was, of unrealized ambitions as a writer, the magnum opus never completed, to which he had given his life.  
^7	  Jameson, Fredric. Postmodernism, or, the Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism. Durham: Duke UP, 1991, p.28
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